
Service Overview: Security Advisory Services - Virtual CISO

Cybersecurity challenges are continually 
evolving. Adoption of cloud technology, 
implementation of Bring Your Own Device 
(BYOD) programs, and an expanding 
network of third-party vendors create new 
security demands for organizations of all 
sizes. Businesses find themselves under a 
lot of pressure to operate securely, while 
regulations such as GDPR and Payment 
Card Industry (PCI) require trusted security 
programs be in place and continually be 
updated. The risk to the organization of a 
breach has never been higher.

A Virtual Chief Information 
Security Officer has an in-depth 
understanding of the ever-changing 
threat landscape and can effectively 
analyze and mitigate risk.

Through Online’s Virtual CISO (vCISO)
service, we work with our clients to ensure 
that leading security measures are in 
place. Our Virtual CISOs become extensions 
of your leadership teams, participate in 
strategy meetings and develop policies 
and key security management documents 
- all with an eye toward communication 
and mentorship, reducing risk within the 
organization.  
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SECURITY ADVISORY SERVICES: Virtual Chief Information Security Officer 

          

When might you benefit from a 
Virtual CISO? 

   You are rapidly growing and need a 
security leader to mature your security 
posture.

   Your organization doesn’t require a full 
time CISO/Security Director but would 
benefit from part-time assistance to lead 
specific initiatives or oversee a security 
program.

   You recently lost a CISO/Security 
Director and require someone to lead the 
group while you look for a permanent 
replacement.

.
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About Online Business Systems
Online Business Systems is a digital transformation and cybersecurity consultancy. Since 1986, we’ve been 

helping enterprise Clients by designing improved business processes enabled with secure information 

systems. Our unsurpassed delivery, our people, and the Online culture of loyalty, trust and commitment to 

mutual success set us apart.

Contact: 
Online Business Systems
1.800.668.7722
rsp@obsglobal.com

A vCISO implements a cybersecurity strategy aligned with your risk and technology demands.

The vCISO ensures that both the organization’s data and your customers’ data are 
protected with an effective, well managed security program that helps achieve: 

 A clear understanding of your security posture while aligning with business objectives

 An organizational security vision and strategy

 The secure adoption of new technologies

 The identification and prioritization of business risk relating to cybersecurity concerns and
compliance (i.e., PCI, HIPAA compliance, etc.)

 The appropriate protection of information assets and technologies

 A matured, educated, and suitably staffed security team

 A plan of action to deal with security incidents should they occur

 Meaningful metrics that help the management and progress of your security program

About our RSP Approach

Online Business Systems’ reputation is built around the collaborative approach we take 
when working with our clients. We work closely with our clients to gain a thorough 
understanding of their business model, critical data flows and repositories, network 
architecture, and systems or applications that support the organization, as well as any 
regulatory and compliance obligations.

Competent cybersecurity professionals are in high demand across North America and 
finding qualified, experienced security professionals is difficult. Whether you are looking 
for a CISO, Security Director, or Security Manager to help lead your organizational 
security development, an Online Virtual CISO can help.
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An Online Virtual CISO is tailored to the unique needs and requirements of each of our customers.


